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High school
elite sought

Just Chillin’

New scholarship
targets secondary
school achievers for
SJSU recruitment
By John Meyer
Staff Writer

San Jose State University
President Robert Caret hopes
to lure "elite" high school students to the university with the
President’s Scholars Program.
The program is a new type of
scholarship that will target
high school valedictorians,
National Merit Scholars and
finalists and students with a
cumulative GPA of 3.75 or higher who are actively involved in
school leadership or who possess creative talent to come
to SJSU.
Charles Slay/ Spartan Da:/I

From left to right: social science major Bill Montana enjoys the unseasonably warm weather with meteorology major Jim Sinclair
and wildlife biology major Debie Kinsey at the Aquatic Center Tuesday afternoon.

Faculty kicks off charity campaign;
contributions half of county total
By Yvonne Ottomukini-Urnemit
Stair

San Jose State lIniversity faculty and
staff will have a chance to express their
generosity this month during the 1997
Employees
United California State
Campaign.
Formerly known as the United Way
Campaign the annual campaign gives
employees an opportunity to donate to their
favorite charities through direct payroll
deductions. Employees can opt to contribute to a general fund or they can specify the organizationts) they want to help.
5.151’ President Robert Caret addressed
a meeting of division coordinators,
appointees and volunteers, who help coordinate the campaign, during a campaign
kick-off and training session Thursday.
"One of the great roles of education, and
one of the great roles of this institution, is
to focus on the whole as much as on the
individual," Caret said.
Coordinating the campaign for the university this year is Vice President for
Administration Don Kissing.
"What the university does by being
involved is it creates a community network
for the campaign to reach large numbers of

"There are almost 400
non-profit agencies and
charities in our community that are dependent on
us for food."
Beverly Jackson
Second Harvest Food Bank
people," Kissing said.
"Payroll deductions make giving easier,"
Au. said. "The minimum donation is $2 per
month and there are over 800 agencies to
choose from."
Doug McLendon of the United Way of
Santa Clara County emphasized the importance of SJSU’s employee participation.
"The campaign’s goal for SJSU) is just
about half of what the goal is for the entire
campaign in this county," McLendon said.
"So what we do here on this campus is
extremely importan ."
The United Way is the fiscal agent
responsible for ad in nistering the campaign
for state employees The organization die

tributes and processes pledge forms, trains
the campaign coordinators and distributes
the state funds to local organizations.
Guest speaker Beverly Jackson spoke to
the volunteers, thanking them for past support and outlining how contributions are
used at the agency. Jackson is from Second
Flarvest Food Bank.
"There are almost 400 non-profit agencies and charities in our community that
are dependent on us for food," .Jackson said.
Greg Breon of the Audubon Society of
Santa Clara County spoke on environmental issues and how the society uses donated
funds. One program sponsored by the organization takes students from the inner-city
on field trips to the nearby foothills.
"A lot of kids who grew up in the innercity have no idea of the relationship
between an acorn and an ()ilk tree," he said.
"We take them up there and show them."
Caret identified SJSU as the largest
state employer in the county and with the
$05,000 in employee donations. tlw university accounted for almost half of the
$155,000 in donations received from Santa
Clara County employees last year
Caret said the goal for this year is
$70,000. The campaign runs through the
end ofthis month

Putting out the word
"We just want people to know
that SJSU is a viable option for
people who have high achieving
Pedro
said
credentials,"
Gonzales, SJSU chairman of
Scholars
President’s
the
Program selection committee
that will review applicants for
the scholarship.
The scholarships will give
the students $8,000 annually to
pay for fees. room and board
and books.
"The idea of a free ride someplace is pretty enticing," said
Janet Redding, SJSU vice president of university advance"(The President’s
ment.
Scholars) are likely t a come
from other parts of the state
where the housing is attractive"

Attraction the goal
SJSU
Carter.
planned giving officer, who
works on the endowments of
the scholarships, said the scholarship would make 5.15U more
competitive in attracting top -ofthe -class high school students.
"We would attract the best,"
Carter said. "They wouldn’t all
go to Stanford or Cal."
Gonzales said private schools
and those in the University of
make
system
California
entrance standards really high
because they get so many applications, lie, however, said the
Piesident’s Scholars Program
George

"If they can get
a full-ride, then
they’ll take it.
That’s the economic reality."
Adrian Kirk
assistant principal of
student activities, Willow
Glen High School
wasn’t formed because SJSU
has trouble attracting the best
high school students.
"We get applications from
students who are the top of the
class and less -prepared students," Gonzales said.

Affordability a plus
Some high school advisers
think it’s about cost and affordability.
Dennis Dehart, a student
adviser at Mt. Pleasant High
School, said, "It’s all in the
money." Dehart said a full -ride
scholarship would attract anyone who can get it.
Adrian Kirk, assistant principal of student activities at
Willow Glen High School.
agrees with Dehart. "If they
can get a full-nde. then they’ll
take it. That’s the economic
reality"

More than economics
Some high school advisers
said choosing a school is more
than economics, it also depends
on what the school has to offer
as far as majors and standards.
Dora Amezquita, a student
adviser at Yerba Buena High
School, said choosing a school
depends on what the student
wants to study. She also said a
lot of the 4.0 (IPA students
choose to go to I’Cs arid private
schools.

Great expectations
The scholarship is renewable
for four years, but only if the
students
fulfill
academic
requirements. The President’s
Scholars have to be full-time
students and maintain an escalating (IPA throughout their
See Seholaric page 6

of homeless spur El Nino preparation
Technology upgrades Needs
Anticipation of bad winter
"Students have become
weather
prompts SiSU’s
aid disabled access
By Million K. Wright
Staff Writer

When the Hi -Tech Center
again
opened
its doors
Monday, students with disabilities regained access to
upgraded computers that will
give them new ways to compensate for their disabilities.
The center, located on the
first floor of Clark Library,
closed down Oct. 20 to upgrade
its computer equipment and
furniture. The old equipment
failed to meet the guidelines
set by the Americans with
Disabilities Act, which ensures
that the disabled have equal
opportunities in education and
employmen,
The new computers have
been equipped with voice

recognition software. for visually impaired students as well
as cognitive software for students with learning disabilities. The center’s decade-old
computers could not support
the new software, said Naveen
Radwan, in
technology coordinator for the
Disability Resource Center.
"It is important that the disabled students on campus
have access to the same equipment that non -disabled students have " Radwan said "It
is not fair if non -disabled students have computer labs on
campus that are using upgrad1.11111prnent
such
as
Windmes 95 and our students
an. still using old computers
See Hi-Tech, page 6

Sociology Club to help those
most affected by the rain

By Chrietine M. Lin"
Staff Writer

To prepare for %%hat may he one of the
wettest anticipated winters ever. the
Sociology Club has begun to solicit Mod.
clothing and hygiene product, for the cit \
Will
diulliW

1111MVIVSS pOpUlathin, prVSI(frflt

Posted filers loudly ;common. El Num’:
expected arrival, while simultant.mr-1
soliciting food and clothing from the San
Jose State University campus According to
meleorolgists, El NI Ili I, a weather phenomenon that originate- in the Pantie
Ocean by slowing trade wilds Flooding
and heavy rains in 1982, wen’ htl:iniiu’d iii
the tropical weather
"We wanted to collect gisids at a time
when there is no holiday and El Nino

seemed to hp
excuse." Wells
the massive
Ocean storm

a good
-aid of
Pacific

;Onto& timard the

homeles,." Wagers
said "Students have
due to
become vers standarrive in Calihirnia very stand-offish, failing
offish. failing to see
tIlls winter
close
how
they
to see how close they,
Wells is an intern
them side e». are to
%%oh
Community themselves, are to being being homeless "
Homeless
Alliance
Since the El Nino
Ministre a non-profit homeless."
drive began Monda.
orgatii,..on on Fifth
Scott Wagers one. barrel has
been
Street that serves thu.
founder of Homeless Alliance filled with clothing.
homeless population
but another was
around
San
Jose
filled ee it h trash.
Stith. I, ’niversity. will receive. the Socuili4;
’ells
Chib’s donations
"I like to believe that students on camremembi.r San Jose in the ’60s, when pus are compassionate. but t
aren’t
dote otown Y a, home to a lot of Skid Row motivated enough to benefit the liwal (11111
bl1111,.- Wells said. "In the past 30 years,
munity." Wells said
recipe elopment has shut out a lot of those
Compared to some other himudess and
individuals Where do they go’’"
charitable organizations, such as Second
One option is the Homeless Alliance, Harvest or CityTeams. the Homeless
located at the First Chnstian Church at SO Alliance is the only group that benefit, the
S Fifth St , %here founder Scott Wagers is homeless around the 5.151’ camp)), direct a minister
ly, Wells said
"What I’ve noticed in the past five years
Every Tuesday a meal is prepared by the
is the change in students’ mentality and
See El Nino, page 6
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Determining one’s learning style vital to success at university
skill that stutlerits
Olio
must pertict to survive
I hrough scantron exams,
.Iiiirt
and
Iris it t.t"
tilllIZt’S
speeches is memorization
t Me of thy reasons IM on the
six -year plan instead of the
four-year plan is because I did
not master the :in of memorization I had to take ii coliiile of
cl,isses oIer heciiiise 1 t’, is out it touch v,ith what kind of
-ner I ).)...is
it vim iiiii ii keep a i.’,0(.1
t’A you not III IS have to Dii’lli.1flit’ Ililiii111;itliin i’titiii’ITTIV hull

you must knov

kv hat

kind of

learner you are. Learning falls
under three categories: visual,
auditory and tactile. If you don’t
get 111 touch with your learning
category, you won’t survive
through midterms and finals.
I am finally graduating this
semester and I couldn’t have
done it without understanding
my "learning personality." I’m a
visual learner. In order for me
to process information effective
Iv, I Need to read and writ& it
li uitten thriugh rn I. ,)11eSt Clit,St’S by writ i, hash
cards and reading them a hundred fi flies.

notes on the black
Here are three
board or talks too
learning styles. Just
fast. Visual learners
read them over to
flourish in a learnsee which one you
ing environment if
think you are.
they see the inforIf you are a visual
mation as well as
learner, information
hear it.
is best retained its
Auditory learners
you read the text
retain information
hook for the class
better by simply
Visual learners
proi ess In form a- ALLISON K. WRIGHT hearing lectures
better whet( the teacher or I i ill ig to themselves
t.
writes lecture !acts on the black repeat facts out loud. These
board. You will probahly have learners thrive in situations
trouble in classes which the where teachers reinforce facts
teacher does not have clear through stories. Students mem-

orize information by intertwining images from the stories with
facts. The auditory learner will
not learn as well if the teacher
relies on the textbook to explain
the information in depth.
Auditory learners will retain
information in their long term
memories if they tape records
lectures and listen to them
before exams.
Tactile learners iccumohan
infiirmation by ph., mail., beua.
involved in the learnim_
process. Tactile learners thrive
when they can actually touch
what they are trying to learn.

Tactile learners do not learn
information well if they have to
maintain a passive relationship
with the learning process.
It is important to understand
the above learning categories so
you can memorize and reiterate
information on exams. If you
don’t understand what learning
style you fall under, the test
scores that you get back from
clie:ses will reflect your
A. lison K. 11 pgh
Drii
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Academic pricing misleads
students; higher prices for
computer hardware prevail

Editorial
Donating to volunteer
organizations benefits all
wilen you serve others you serve yourself.
While it may not he the noblest sounding
phrase. it is one of the most truthful. Serving
others in the community benefits the community as a whole.
Therefbre. we commend the willingness of
employees on this campus to donate money to
their preferred (harities through the 1997
I ’toted Califbniiii State Employees Ciunpaign.
The campaign offers state employees the
chance to simply have money deducted from
their paychecks to go to one of over 800 local
agencies. The minimum donation is $2 a month
What could be easier or sinipler? These
employees have 1)(4,n given the chance to give to
organizations who do for others what many
times they cannot (I() for themselves.
Not only should the "giving" action make the
employees feel good alxtut what they are doing
for others. but. quite frankly it makes them look
good to others as well.
It is a commonly known fact that anyone who
has completed any amount of community service and puts that experience on their resume
looks that much more appealing to most
employers It shows them that the applicant
looks beyond tlumself to help others, that he or
she is a team player and works toward the common good. Who wouldn’t want an employee
such as that person’?
But for those who don’t have the tnne to
physically go to a volunteer site of any sort to
giving money to a charitable
give of t I air t
organization that completes such volunteer
work is the next best thing.
By giving to the I ’inted Way, members of the
SI:Sr community can be yin ually assured their
money will be going into organizations near
S.ISU. what could be better’?
( live and give freely, not only does it help others but it helps pair well-being while on campus
and your 11111111k 1,11 life as well.

Opinion page policies
thiiitisidviis lin dm
Reuiler4 on, -Iii.011,4, I I n
Opinion page with a letter to the Editor ,,r unpile Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is ii 200 -word responer to ail moue or
point of view thot has appeored in the Spartan Daily
A ranquis Viewpoint in .1 trio word orieay nil torrent campus,
political or social IOSIHS14
heennie tlit property of he Spartan Daily and
lihel and length.
nco. ne edited nit claw y,
Submissions must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be Init Hi Ili, Leiters 1.01110 Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in !height Seidel Hall Room 209, sent by fax
tot40t4i 924.32:17 or 111:1111(i4 1,11.111. Spartan Daily Opinion Editor,
School of JournalleM mid Mao, Conimanicatione, San Jona, State
Univeraity. One Washington Square. San Jose, CA 95I92-0149.
F,ditorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertimenients do nut neceasarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily. the School of Journalism
and Mans Ciiiiinairorat ions or &1St’

Van is a classic, not a clunker
I got one of those annoying little fliers stuck under my windSoshield wiper a couple of days
ago
Afterleaving it until the cheap dye
began to run down my hood, I
plucked it off to take a look.
It was from EcoScrap.
And they wanted my car.
EcoScrap seems like a legit organization whose web site says that its
"purpose is to clean up the air by taking clunkers off the road."
Frankly, Fm offended that my car
was labeled a "dunker." chalked up
as nothing more than merely disposable and targeted for demolition.
The business proudly boasts that it "will not
crush a rare ’57 Chevy Nomad or a ’65 Mustang
convertible."
Well, add one to your list EcoScmppers it’s a
1983 Dodge Ram Van and, let me assure you, rare
doesn’t even begin to describe it
My parents bought the van new (think one of
those two-tone brown and beige vans favored by the
YMCA and church groups for annual ski trips), and
it still looked like it seven years later when I took
(and failed) my driving test. My parents never really gave me the car, per se. They just became too
embarrassed to drive it as I and my friends
increasingly put our mark on it.
It has six-cylinders, a 45-gallon tank and a gas
gauge that perpetually hovers midway between "E"
and walk.
It tops out at 15 m.p.h. on a 10 degree angle in
second gear with the pedal to the floor and backfires
the entire way up any incline steeper than that.
It has a rear end covered in primer and a broken
out tail light covered in weather-beaten red cellophane.
The rear fender is in "V" formation, the roof was
redone and left unpainted because the rainfall
inside of the car was molding the carpet, there are
no hubcaps and the chrome on the sides has been
all but lost.

It has purple velveteen seat covers and a horn that plays 41 different songs, including "You Are My
Sunshine" and "Yellow Rose of
Texas."
It is plastered with faded and
peeling flower and political statement stickers. In other words, it is a
true work of art.
It was meant to be driven around
town but has survived many road
tripe; it seats eight but has carried
21; it was designed to perform best
going forward but has done beautifully handling backward donuts on
two wheels.
I was the first of my friends to (eventually) obtain
my license and the only one to ever have a big
car.
My friends and I grew up within those steel confines. Its walls have heard dreams, laughter, tears,
girl talk and bad singing.
It has been a shuttle, a race car, a motel, a bar
and a discotech.
And it has kept our secrets well.
I liken my van to the Giving Tree. For sevenand-a-half years it has consistently given to me
above and beyond; it was our realm, our haven of
fiet%lom.
I’ve been told by some that trashing my car
would be the "smart" thing to do.
Blasphemers!
F,coScrap seems like it has a good, environmentally-conscious thing going, but my car needs none
of its help; it passed the smog exam (the second time
around and after $85), so it is causing no one any
harm with the possible exception of soreness to the
eyes.
So EcaScrap needs to label someone else’s car
demolition-worthy because mine is a plethora of
memories made, secrets shared, rumors passed,
laws broken, and most importantly it still
makes safe deliveries.

you’re looking into buying a computer, don’t
Ifbelieve what you hear about academic pricing. It’s a sham.
The basic premise of
academic pricing is to
slash the cost of computers (usually by hundreds of dollars) to
make them affordable
to students and faculty.
The problem is that
academic pricing is
limited to software and
does not apply to hard- SCOTT SHUEY
ware.
This is the equivalent of selling someone a car
for $500 and then charging $5,000 for the tires.
Take a trip over to the Spit rt (in Bookstore and
look at the prices.
Want to buy PageMaker. Ph otoshop or any of
the other programs typically used by students?
You will get a good deal. According to Gilbert
Wong, who works in the computer section at the
Spartan Bookstore, the manufacturers 1 in this
case Borland and Microsoft ) typically charge 50
percent more for non -academically priced software.
The problem is that people need to purchase
hardware, not software. Most people don’t need
new software, and, even if they do, they seldom
purchase it. A lot of software is just it free download away. If that doesn’t work, most Americans
just steal a copy from work.
Is this software copying killing the software
makers’? Let’s put it this way. Instead of people
like Bill Gates making trillions of dollars, they’re
only making billions.
Even if you do purchase the software front an
academic institution, if you don’t go to a commercial computer store for the hardware, the
money you saved will quickly disappear.
Take moderns, fiir example. With the increase
of homework and research that is done through
the Internet, modems have become a necessity.
If you need a new modem, it’s cheaper to go down
to Fry’s. At the bookstore a new 56.7 kps (the
fastest modem possible for a phone line) modem
by 175 Robotics costs about $209 Al Fry’s you
pay $220... and get it coupon for a $50 rebate.
Or how about memory. That new version of
QuarkXpress you just bought won’t run on the
four megabytes of RAM you currently have in
your computer. The Spartan Bookstore will sell
you 32 megs of memory for your Mac for $139.
Fry’s will charge you $99.
Students don’t need academically priced software. They need modems, memory and all the
other equipment that goes with computers. It
makes no sense for the campus bookstore to have
some of the highest prices around.

Terri K Milner is Managing Editor ((the Spartan
Daily. Her column appears every Wednesday.

Scott Shiley is Spartan Daily Stoll Writer.
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Editor’s column misses point of church’s real teachings
Iread with interi.-1 the opinion
expressed in the Daily ( )ct. 29
concerning the Roman Catholic
Church’s position on condom use.
I ant orip of the out -of touch
Catholics
who
wears
her
Catholicism on her "sleeve I think
some clarification on church t eachru.ls is in order
The church teaches that the ordy
acceptable place for sexual intercourse is within the blessed situri
ment of marriage and for Ito’ soli.
purpose of procreation and no
other.
This does not leave room for
in
on the church’s ban
on all forms of’ artificial birth control, including condoms.
It is fallacious reasoning to suggest that the hail on condoms is for
the purpose of preventing prom’s -

LETTER TO THE EDITOR]

"It is fallacious reasoning to suggest
that the ban on condoms is for the purpose of preventing
promiscuity, rather
the ban reflects a
much deeper meaning that is central to
the Catholic Church."

cuity, rather the ban reflects a
much deeper meaning that is central to the Catholic Church. ’Die
church is on the right track because
the disintegration of the family
unit is at the core of many of our
social problems today.
Anyone who is opposed to the
teachings of the Catholic Church is
free to embrace any other faith or
perhaps none at all.
However, true Cat hidics loiik to
Pope John Paul II as our spiritual
guide sent by God, and the teaching
is clear concerning this matter.
Andrei) CI Hz
Humanities

A
as
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Exhibition features
BMX, in-line skating

Fit for a queen

Extreme sports
professionals stop
at SJSU to promote
new line of gear
By Doug Burkhardt
Staff Writer
San Jose State University
prohibits bicycle riding and
skating of any kind on campus.
Wanna bet?
Members from the Skate
Jam Team will demonstrate
extreme skills with an in -line
skating clinic and BMX bike
riding exhibition today at noon
at
the
Student
Union
Amphitheater.
The event, which showcases
five
nationally
renowned
extreme sports professionals, is
sponsored by Trunk & (7o., the
designer of outdoor travel bags
and multi -functional backpacks
by Samsonite. The tour is
designed to draw SJSU students to the new line of’ outdoor
gear.
"The students at San Jose
are the very people for whom
Trunk & Co. was designed,"
Brand Manager Cathy Doyle
said. The company is trying to

Quick Read
BMX and in -line skating
exhibition
Today at

noon

III Student Union
Amphitheater
Free of charge
build awareness of its line of
what Doyle calls "hip, stylish,
multi -functional backpacks and
outdoor travel bags."
The point of the tour is to
grab students’ attention with
dangerous tricks and famous
professionals.
Riders include Eric Wylie, a
10-time national rollerblading
champion, and his partner
Deanna Wilshire. The two have
done numerous commercials
and three Super Bowl half-time
shows together.
Dave Cardoza, the 1990
Castle Amateur Skateboarding
Champion, and Ralf Koch, a
1991
Wisconsin
State
Gymnastics Champion and
Midwest
In -Line
Skating
Champion, will also try to draw
student attention.
Todd Seligman, the only bicy-

clist of the tour, will showcase
his 12 years of BMX experience.
Seligman toured with Reebok
and appeared in a Converse
commercial.
The tour events will range
from launch pad tricks, overthe-edge aerial blading and
bike stunts to acrobatic instructional sessions with the aforementioned professionals.
Trunk & Co. in particular
wants to promote a bag that is
so light, the company’s press
release says it "defies gravity."
According to information
from Trunk & Co., its products
were first introduced in the
European market in 1996 and
the company believes its products reflect the "global attitudes" of Generation X.
SJSU is one of the nine colleges the Trunk & Co. Skate
Jam College Tour plans to visits.
The tour also stops at San
Francisco State, Santa Clara
University, Menlo College, the
University
of
California
Berkeley,
Fresno
State
University, Sacramento State
University,
Bellevue
Community College and the
University of Washington.

Truck rigged as deadly weapon
Robert Serna/Sprirteir. !lath
Elizabeth Morales, a child development major, purchases a skirt from the Afrosurf Shack outside
the Student Union. Doug Hartley’s "shack" carries a variety of dresses, skirts and tops. Hartley will
be on campus Thursday from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m.

Jeopardy offers an option to TV
"College Jeopardy On-line"
gives students an opportunity
to show school spirit and win
prizes at the same time
By Aaron William
Senior Staff Writer
The marketing people say, "Play Jeopardy in
your underwear" and "Beat you rival school "
But the real appeal of "College Jeopardy Online" is the fact that you can win stuff
You can say you’re being a "school spirit" type,
playing for Spartan pride. Hell,
YOU Call even say your doing it fbr
research and for the quest for
knowl.’dg.’ I I did But when it
comes to winning prizes. there
need be no excuse
’I he concept of "College Jeopardy Online"
came from tlw marketing team at Sony, when
they found that an extremely high number of
people playing the regular "Jeopardy," were college students As the fall tournament entered the
final week of qualifying, over 47,000 students had
logged on and played. And true to Spartan form.
we weren’t even close to the top 100
In order to tilldlify for the elimination round
tournament. students must first of all play
Duli!I, but have an average score high enough to
be invited to the "post season" tourney.
To get to "College Jeopardy Online," type in
WWW.STATION.SONY.COM and follow the
inst flirt ion to t he "College Jeopardy On ,line" site.

Right now the SJSC average is hovering
around $7,100. This compared to the high score
$176,000 tfrom
Cniyersity of California at
Berkeley) and the No. 1 student average of
$54,515 I from Blackburn College) I guess that
means we are studying !nor.. than they cri’ I The
top schools are Cal, the University of Arizona
ifbur top 10 ent riesi and Texas A& M. In order to
qualify, you must complete three games per week
and the average score of those games will determine if you move on or not Vall ClIll play up to five
games per week to boost your iiverage "We are
very pleased with 47,000 st inlents. We hare plans
for a spring tournament." Stephen Yee of Sony
said in a phone interview from the back of a taxi
cab on Fifth Avenue in New York
City "This has brought college
rivalry to the digital age"
The last day to qualify for the
"post season" and the Pontiac car
is Nov. 1)t. Going on-Ime. I Mond the games to he
challenging and fun The questions weren’t so
hard as to make you feel inferior and weren’t so
easy as to make you feel like you were playing
"Family Flied." The randomly generated rate
gories can either give you an edge in piling up a
high score or really putting you in the hole Th.’
may cwiiphthit I had with the game was that if
you accidentally double clicked on an a IISWcr t
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$20,000 when it took a dump ,
So let the marketing people say all they want
about playing Jeopardy in your underwear. naked
or whatever I’m in it for the prues

TORRANCE
AP)
Authorities say an electrician’s
truck stopped by sheriff’s "If you throw (in)
deputies on Halloween was a
rolling arsenal: It was rigged a fistful of nails...
with 14 makeshift cannon.
the results are
Steel pipes strapped to the
roof and across the bed of the going to be
Chevrolet pickup could he
packed with gunpowder and catastrophic if
rocks or other projectiles and
fired at the flip of a switch, Los you’re standing
Angeles
County
sheriff’s in front of that
Detective Timothy Wainscott
said Tuesday.
barrel."
"I’ve never seen anything like
that before, " said Wainscott,
Timothy Wainscott,
who is with the sheriff’s
Los Angeles sheriff’s
a rson/explosives del all.
Be described each tube as "a
department
primitive -type cannon "
"Inn taking it very seriously"
he added. "If you throw I in I a deadly weapon, is charged with
fistful of nails
the results are two counts of possessing a
going to be catastrophic if (hest runt ire device, one count of
you’re standing in front of that posessing ingredients for a
barrel."
destructive device, one count of
The driver had an explana
being an ex -convict with a
tion.
loaded firearm and one count of
"Simply that those were for being an ex convict with a conIns own protection,- Wainscott cealed firearm in a vehicle, dissaid. "He said he’d been ripped t net attorney’s spokesman
off, mugged in the past, and he Sandi Gibbons said
He remained Jaded in lieu of
had a right to defend Ins property."
$1.17 million bail and could face
Bernard Leon Daniels. 45, 10 years in prison if convicted
was arraigned Tuesday in on the felony counts, authord IPS
South Bay Municipal Court hut Said
did not enter a plea. A Nov 13
Deputies polled over the
date was set to schedule his pre
pickup in El Callan() Village, a
county a red Just north of
luminary hearing
Daniels, who has a January Torrance The truck was muss
conviction for possessing a mg .1 front license plate and had

Spartan Sports
daily in the

Daily

flashing blue lights that are
allowed only on emergency
vehicles.
The pipes, some 2 inches
around and 5 feet long, were fitted with heating coils and caps
at one end and wired into a box
in the cab. Flipping the switch
would heat the pipes to ignite
gunpowder.
The tubes were not loaded
but residue in several indicated
they apparently had been fired
in the past. Wainscott said.
A dummy M-29 rifle grenade,
a .357 -caliber revolver and a
bottle of whiskey were found
inside the truck, authorities
said.
Investigators who went to
Darnels’ room at a Gardena area motel found several dozen
rifle bullet casings from which
powder had been removed in an
apparent plan to make some
type of pipe bomb, Wainscott
said.
Explosive powder had been
removed from fireworks and the
room also contained several
inert grenades for military
rifles, the detective said.
None would fit in the truck
tubes, however, he added.
The truck also bore hand painted Biblical passages and
signs announcing him as an
electrician and music teacher.
"He’s an electrician. a guitar
player, a songwriter, he’s
preaching a little Gospel on the
back of hi s truck," Wainscott
saud

At DELIA’S Cleaners
We’ve got
GREAT HOURS for students
7am to lpm or lpm to 7pm

ORK IT OUT

Amer!,

Research gave
him a future

Do

you have a cool, controversial or off-the-wall
job? Let us know. Your story may appear in a future
issue of the Spartan Daily.
Responses should include:
Your name
Address
Brief Job Description
Your phone number
Signature and major.
Responses may be dropped into the Letters To the
Editor box at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel
Hall, Room 209. They should be addressed to
Executive Editor Genoa Barrow and clearly marked
"Work It Out." Submissions may also be faxed to (408)
924-3237 or sent via e-mail at SDAILYejmc.sjsu.edu
We look forward to hearing about your job experiences.

o, A ’nom

I

lest? Mao(

Sales Positions open in:
San Jose, Cupertino
and Santa Clara

Call Today: 1-800 77DELIA
STA Travel offers

student discounts
on domestic

travel, too.
415-391-8407

CHINFSF
FAST
FOOD (et

BUY 1
EGGROLL
ETIsf:o.RFEE
’ totrrl
Located on the corner of
S. 10th & William
Pen 7 days a week It

www.sta-travel.coin
STA Tr artl
world’s largest
student liarel
imirioatioo

_131"
STA TRAVEL
Woo boon Mono

l’COuoon regorged for free item & uncial Prices

LAVE 21111.1.2,1141Sid illitt410 &AMP AM-

4081 275-9058
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Soccer player
overcomes setback
while juggling work,
school, marriage

"(Padilla) is one of
the hardest workers we have on the
team. I wish I had
more players with
his intelligence
and commitment."

fit hol in It. //cc/emote

Olt’

Gary St. Clair,
SJSU men’s soccer coach
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SJSU goalie Eddie Padilla has battled academic ineligibility while balancing a demanding class and
neitate
!.c
ril.P..111 the rule matched Eddie’s situa1.11I \. .
te 11,:,-t fro, t. tothtdr ti (1, TTu non,- St. Clair said, noting his
ht. tr ht.,. chts.t - lull ttratiettur loari and his job.
ptrctt:t
lie added l’adilla bad not taken
graduatom li the begin
.totor itAr
itii "bonehead- courses to
!cog
the
\
,.i i ,,A;: inflate his total
"I’ve niver taken any courses
’
r..(1
that clitin’t courit toward ION’
minor or general e(1.mo,
Iron,
\cf \
’k Ii
;II VI’
could not afford to
Ht. ,:11(1
1{(1)!
h
%% tilt icc 1)cit fall behind in his work hecause
it.- mentally taxing.
tor 11.idlcLL c
"’I here are, no easy courses
"I Join think the intent of

in engineering," he said.
Whitcomb said a waiver petition had to be filed with the
NCAA Satisfactory Progress
Waiver Committee. Whitcomb
felt Padilla had a case.
"You have to demonstrate
that an appeal should be granted," Whitcomb said. "His academic program showed his intent
to be successful."
St. Clair said appeals are
rarely granted, but in this case,
the NCAA made an exemption

and reinstated Padilla.
"It’s not very easy to get an
appeal," St. Clair said.
Nor is it easy for Padilla
these days even though he has
his roster spot back.
In addition to soccer and
school, he supports himself and
his new bride, Xochitl, whom he
married last summer, by working full time ;it Bodine Bakery
in San Francisco, usually front 7
p.m. to 3:30 urn.
After going home to San
Leandro, he sleeps for all of two
hours before getting up and
going to school and soccer practice.
Despite his recent NCAAinduced absence front the soccer
field, St. Clair believes Padilla
is one of his better players.
"He is one of the hardest
workers we have on the team,"
St. Clair said. "I wish I had
more players with his intelligence and commitment."

Tan
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Last week, after the
Spartans beat Air Force,
head coach Dave Baldwin
called it "luck." This week,
after being crushed by
Fresno State, he points to
the lack of "character" on the
team as being a big problem,
and says he doesn’t think
quarterback Dan O’Dell is a
"legitimate" player.
Whose side is coach
Baldwin on’? How can a
coach who bad mouths his
team in public expect them
to show any "character," let
alone become winners?
(:haracter is learned by
example. A coach’s job is to
build up his team and do the
very best with what he has,
not lay blame on the shoulders of the very players he
hopes will make him look
good next week.
Stafford Hebert
Post graduate, Music
rill
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Shrader silently leads SJSU into WAC tournament
III Spartan defende.
serves as ’Mom’ for
soccer team as it
heads into tourney

Women’s Soccer
ChampWmship Tournament
Da1114 exas

Game 2
2 p.m. today
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lot of pressure on

IIII 1.01),IS ’15-4, 4-2 in the
\t,’,\(’ also may la. [filing a
-.false of despttnit ton as they
have nine seniors ;is well
The Spartans have faced
their toughest schedule in the
team’s three-year history as
v.as ranked
1 1th toughest in the nation by
the NCAA.
Last season. the Spartans
beat New Mexico in the first
round
of
the
WA(’
(liampionships before getting
knocked out in the second
1.11o
I
Lobos’
nt,o 0 Iiirectt n.111;1111, If/ be
senior
forward
Laurie
Hew -dot-1i She has scored 17

TRANSMISSIONS
Specialist
Where you talk to a methoruc

IT CAN KILL YOU IF YOU
DON’T RECOGNIZE IT.

"NOT A SALESMAN"

TRANSMISSION ININT
399

NIW CLUTCH
209

eGIBARM_ASTER
L. al Yew,’,, (40g) 971.7305
7/e

goals with ill assists and is
vying for first team AllAmerican
"Laurie is really fast," Duran
said. "She was able to run up
the salplines a lot."
The Spartans will have to go
up against New Mexico wit hind
starting midfieler Tennille
Ruggiero because she received a
red card against (’.al hily-San
Luis
Obispo on
Sunday.
Ruggiero’s one game suspension
forces Blin to shuffle the roster
(ice again
Blin, in his third year of
coaching the Spartan,, said if

OVUM DONORS 1
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.

they make it to the finals in the
WA(: and lose, their schedule
strength may determine if they
get an at -large hid in the NCAA
pl ayoffs.
"I expected to make the WA(
Championships," 131 in said. "We
had a more difficult schedule SO
we figured we would finish
lower."
The Spartans beat SDSU 2-1
over a week ago in both team’s
final WA(’ game of the year. The
win propelled the Spartans to a
three-way
tie
with
the
University of Utah and Fresno
State.

"It’s like a whole raw season," film said. "We have nothing to lose. If we play the was
we’ve been playing, well la
okay."
WA(’ officials determined the
seeding of the three tied teams
through a coin tic.-, it Inch
resulted in 5.151 landing the
third seed in the W:\C’s Pacific
Div1:if if
With the championship taking place in Dallas, a neutral
site. SJSU stands a good chanie
;is it is 2-0 in neutral -site game,
this year.
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Give the Gift of Life!
$3,000, Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.
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Bay Area Fertility Medical Group
5601 Minis Canvim Rd, Sir 300, San Rammi, ( :A 91T)53
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REALITY CHECK by Dave Whamond
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classified creams ol the Spartan
Daly conskt of paid advert/Mg
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SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring FT & PT teachers and
aides for their school age day
care programs in the San Jose
area. AM and PM hours available.
Get great experience working
with children! Units in Psych, Soc,
ECE. Rec or ED required. Call
408.379-3200 ere 21.

CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
the graveyard shift at 4th &
Santa Clara Chevron. Applicants
interested please call 295-3964.
Ask for Of at,
FINANCE / H.R. MAJORS Do
you qualify for federal Work
Study? If so. we have great opportunities to gain valuable experience working w/our Finance or
irs to
hr -nu, wt k
H R
.
2 4+,628,
ex. ir. or Lumplete appl. at 438
N White Rd.. San Jose EOE
BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST tu work
6 9 hrs weekly in Los Gatos
based behavioral intervention
program. Backgournd in Speech,
Psychology, Special Ed or OT
desired Experience preferred.
$10-515 per hour. Call Kevin
(415) 827-9310 or Shari (408)
2942712.
WOULD YOU UKE TO HAVE FUN
and EARN MONEY at the same
time? Maim Luggage at Valley
Fair is now hiring for holiday help.
Schedules are flexible. Call Cindy
2447370.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 2129. healthy.
responsible, all nationalities.
Give the gift of life!
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid.
Bonus b Chnese &Japanese droners.
PLEASE CAU. WWFC
800-314-9996
VAtET PARKING Local company
looking for people. Flexible
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
$15.00 per hour. 867-7275.
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE (UPS)
is searching for a motivated
individual actively pursuing a
degree in either Human Resource
Management, Industrial Organization or General Business for a
paid internship ($12.$15/hr.) for
a as month period. This person
should preferably be starting their
Junior year or higher within
the above prescribed studies.
Avail M F, evenings. FAX/SEND
RESUME’ 406744 7937: 1245
Hammerwood Ct.. Sunnyvale, CA
94086 Attn H/R DNA.
DIAMOND BILLIARDS
Seeking. Assistant Manager
Counterperson/Cashier and
A ’tress. Part time, flexible hours
’iced to be: Friendly, outgoing
strong customer service
’,kills and good work ethics. Apply
uersern Mon. Fri. after 4pm.
.1700 A naden Expwy. San Jose
408/266-7665.
$1500 WEEKLY potential melting
our dabs. No Eiperieree Req. Flee
ribrnalknoiclei Cal 4107836272.

6IKLS 3vST u.JAr.411A 1-1AVE. FUCefAMA....6

0 1997 UFS
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SOFTWARE ENGINEER Design,
code, debug and test software
for ADSL, RADSL. SDSL in
C and Assembly. BS EE/CS,
recent graduates welcome.
Experience in RS422 and ICE
preferred. FAX: 408-452-8381.
Websprint Communications, Inc.
See www.websprint.com
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is looking for neat, bright and
energetic people in the following
areas: Food Server (21+), host,
and busser. Apply in person, 2prtn
to 4pm, Mon. thru Fri. 19 51 N.
San Pedro St. San Jose.
FOOD SERVICE *ESPRESSO BAR
HOSTING FT & PT positions avail
in a busy family style restaurant.
All shifts available, flex hours.
58-$8.50/hr to start. 733-9446,
ask for Julia or Wendy.
OCCASIONAL DAYCARE needed
for 2 children 113 & 17 years)
with disabilities. Flex hrs. Sun,
eves. afternoon. $7/hr Call
Jamie 650-723-4928.
PART-TIME SALES Staff iables
to promote nat’l credit card, offer
prizes to customers. Lunch time,
eves, weekends. The Pavilion, one
bock from Saul. $7/hr, 2862076
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Days, Eve, Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 2607929
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to 1,25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed n the immediate
area Full-time/parttime openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
STUDENTS NEEDED
Earn while you Learn Program.
Have all your expenses paid,
while you go to school.
Pay your tuition with CASH.
Graduate with 6-figure income.
Call recording (408) 271-6993.

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is
baked! Le Boulanger, family owned
Promotions 494-0200.
bakery/cafe seeks friendly,
PRESCHOOL TEACHER NEEDED outgoing individuals to join our
team as Bussers, Sales Clerks,
Close to campus.
Mornings. Afternoons or Full-time Supervisors, and Assistant Managers $5412 hourly, no experi$7/hr. and up. 2-5 year olds.
ence necessary. 18 locations
High quality center.
including Downtown San Jose.
571 N. 3rd St.
Apply at any location or 305 N.
Lauren 2861533.
Mathilda. Sunnyvale, 94086. Call.
4087749000 crFac 4085239810
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T- Elementary Schools.
NOT
Required.
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS 8 AIDES
Cegree or Ordentral
Opportunity fa Teachng Exparence. Thinking about a career working
with elementary age children/ The
Need Car.
Voice Mad: (4013)287 4170 at 408 YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
how
hg for school ’We u1
EU. ME
cue uenters in San Jose. Cupertino.
P/T WORK FOR S/SU STUDENTS Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas
Full & part-time positions available.
Ftexible hours after school
hours flexible around school Fun
Internships and coops
staff teams, great experience
possible for all majors
in working with elementary age
100 corporate scholarships
children, career advancement and
awarded annually
good training opportunities
Teachers require minimum 6 unrts
UP TO 02.50 TO START
in ECE. Recreation. Psychology.
Socolog/ and/cr Physical Edmation.
No experience necessary
Please call Mary Hoshtko at 408- training provided
291-8894 for more information
*Apply at our HQ in San Jose
and locations.
CALL 9799700 FOR NFORMATTON

PART-TIME ASSISTANT needed
for loan office. Advance quickly.
CAMPUS CLUBS
Flexible schedule/afternoons. Call
SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
Angie at 261-1323.
January 11th 16th. 515U Ski 8
VALET PARKING- P/T nights & Snowboard Club. Includes flight,
weekends for special events in bus. 4 day lift ticket, 5 night stay in
Los Gatos and Saratoga area. full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Polite, well groomed & professional Village, & unlimited fun. For your
attitude only. 19 years+, $6.58 E.Ticket call Mark 408/292-0955
per hour + tips. Call Mike at or ufs12282@email.sjsu.edu .
1-800-8253871.
SPORTS CRY CAFE
NOW HIRING
Food servers. Hosts, Hostess.
Food runners, Cooks, Dishwashers.
Cocktail servers. We offer flexible
schedules for students, paid
vacations, insurance, 401k, meal
discounts and an opportunity for
advancement. No experience
needed, we have a comprehensive
training program, so if you’ve
always wanted to work in a
Restaurant now is the time. Apply
in person today, tomorrow, anytime
at 150 S. 1st St. in the pavilion
mall. Bring a Picture ID and SS
card with you.

WORDPROCESSING

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group projectsetc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications for mad/law shod, etc.
Will transcribe your taped
CITIUNK PAGING & CELLULAR
interviews or research notes.
seeks full/part time sales
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
person, data entry. customer
Call ANNA at 972-4992.
service & electronic technicians.
Call 408-4537243 or
Fax resume 408-441-9988.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
ADMIN NEEDED Fast growing projects, resumes. All formats,
Promotional products company in including APA. WP 5.1/HP Laser
Campbell needs well organized. Printer. Experienced. dependable,
reliable person to work 15-25 quick return. Almaden/Branham
hours/week. Duties includde a area.Call Lnda at (408) 264-4504.
variety of administrative tasks. Please leave message. All calls
Flexible hours/days. $8.50 per hour. returned promptly.
Fax resume to 408-866-0749 or
call 408-866-7000.
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
WORK AT HOME
Resumes, All Formats. Specializing
WE NEED HELP
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
#1 Health & Nutrition Company
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yes Etp.
Looking for hehp with local, National.
WP 5.1/HPLaser. PAM’S
& International EXPANSION.
‘Founded in 1980
PROFES9ONAL WC-RD PROCESSPG,
247.2681, 8am-8pm,
Shaes Publicly Traded on NASDAC
50States8,36 foreign countries
*Sales of 81.2 Billion by 2000
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Professional typing for your term
’No minimum sales quotas
papers, reports. letters, etc.
No territorial restrictions
Part-Trne$500-$1503
8 years experience.
Fast Accurate- Reliable
Full-Time $1500 to $5000
WP, MS Word. other applications.
‘Work from Home Apt or Dorm
Hansen’s Business Services
*FULL TRAINING
No experience necessary
408-2643507 or 408-269-5156.
email: kelah@earthlink.net
Qualify for paid vacations
CALL NOW (408) 345-7000
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Call or am* n parson. Mon-Sun 7-7.
406286-5880. 5550 Medan
Between Sal Cabs and Pairrica.
tehnd tre Cad and Party %me, Si.
S EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/monthl
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-40 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324 1900. MF. 8-4:30.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

FOR

sftg

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

SERVICES

FOR RENT

WIRING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals. reports.
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510401-9554.
VISA/MasterCard, FAX. EMall

2 BEIRM APT. $92 5/MO. Very
nice, clean & quiet. Assigned
parking. Laundry room. 544 So.
6th St. 408/559-1356.

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN

I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 306 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800.6553225

THE GNOSTIC ORDER OF CHRIST
Bible Study, Lecture & Services
Book Cafe & Reiki Center
3483-95 So. Bascom
Sundays 6:00pm
(408)978.8034

WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subjects Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is available?
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast,
friendly, caring. confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
INSTRUCTION
how to improve your writing,
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL visit our user frendty Websrte
30 Years Teaching Experience at http://www aci-plus.com
Regular e-mail: acienetcomoom
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists Or write: Daniel. POB 4489, FC CA
94404 lase for free color brochuei.
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn.
National Suzuki Assn.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
OPPORTUNITIES
Starting $20/1v.
UNIQUE BUSINESS
Call 408-241-6662
OPPORTUNITY
in Santa Clara for )0J
www execufivedrrve.com:acola
FIRST FREE LESSON-INTER VEW

IN-HOME COMPUTER TUTORING
Upgrade, Consulting. Install, DOS,
Windows. Win 95, Win NT, Office,
Word. Internet, Netscape. Int Exp.
Game on our Computers or Surf
the Web "A PLACE TO PLAY’ at
832 Malone in Willow Glen. Avail.
9am-11pm, 7 days a week. Call
Roy: 292-3167. Store: 267-6227.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298.6124.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WADES DYNAMIC
AUTO BODY REPAIR
Specializing in minor & midsize
damage 24 hour service
Free pick up .Free delivery
Free detailing .Free estimates
All makes & models
Insurance Work
Tei 408/287-8337
Pgr 408/9201102
"Where quality is a must"
2.3 day service with damages
that do not exceed $500 or
repair is at no cost "FREE’.

DON’T WEIGHT! Lose 10 to 100 be.
No drugs, 100% Safe. Dr. approved.
10% DISCOUNT to all STUDENTS.
Great study energy. 408.245-2310 HAD AN ACCIDENT? Need a paint
lob or body work done on your car"
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
PICAMPBELL COLLISION CENTER.
we can help you. Cal us at 1408i
Unwanted hair removed forever.
379-4144. Ask for SJSU Student
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
Discount.
335 S. Bawvood Ave. San Jose.
247-7496.

MEN 8 WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip - Bikini Chin LOST & FOUND
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
LOST VIDEOTAPE Left on red receive 15% discount. First appt.
Integra prkd on 2nd floor 4th St. 1/2 price rf made before 12/31/97.
garage on 10/30. Return to SPX 49. Hart Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Campbell Ave. 517. Campbell
(408) 379-3500.
PHONE CARDS 14.9 C/mrnute in
U.S. International calls: same
card/variable rates. Call: 408/
9248134 or 408/997 7830

TUTORING
TUTORIAL CENTER
Math. Algebra Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics- Electric
Corn outer: Wriclows-Visual Basic -C
English: ESL TOEFL
Spanish: Habra Leer EscrIbir
Call: Mike 408-298-7576
Email: mvera18288@aol.com
ENGLISH TUTOR 8 EDMNG
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentaled Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica (408)978-8034.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.

ACROSS
1 :donsmi..,
Call
6
10 Evergreen
13 Juliet’,
14 Ernpli
15Sinwlienri
16
17 Wi :’r,,A

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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MOORE@ 0610 MOWN
MOMMO OMO MONO
MOMOMBOOMOMM
@CIOMM 411W OMMOM
@MO@ MOO MOO
MOMO@OO MMU MOM
MOM MO@ @OM 0110
0120 MOOMMMO
@MO M@ID MOO
MUM @MO MONO
UMMOONO@MOOM
MUM@ M@M MEM=
MUM @MO MOOMMM
MORO MO@ MM@UOU
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Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
t

3 lines
4 knew
5 lines
610..
$1 for

One
Two
Day
Days
$5
$7
$0
$6
$7
$9
$10
$11
each additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by $1 per day
First In. (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-191ines $110

Five &ekes.
Days
$13 1..ry 0tile.
$14
0/NIFIA
$15
5111
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sen Jose State University
San Jcee. CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight F3entel Halt Room 209
Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
II All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (400) 9244277

Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc ’
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a3 Ilns ad for 3 days. Ads must be
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost I Found ads an offered fres, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Rental liousng
Shared Irtousrnia’
Real Estate
Services’
Health Beauty
SportsThnlls’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processng
Scholarshtps

placed in person

INSURANCE
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
No Driver Refused
*Cancelled or Rejected
Dui ’Suspended License
Accrdents Tckets
Immedrate SR Flings
Good Dryer Discount
’Non/Owner Operator
Sam Spin Monday Saturn,
*(408) 241-5400
Free Phone Quotes
Call Us Now. .
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

IrtosswoRD

408-924-3277

LICILLILIDULIDLILILIULIDULIDLICILILULICILILILILILI

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM TO LET, has outside entrarce,
share bath. cooking & laundry
areas. Must see to appreciate.
Call Lydia or Gloria, 998-4811.

Daily

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when malting
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods a services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate ail Rome
altering employment listings
acoupons for discount
%locations or merchandise.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES (ALL

2 BDRIA. APARTMENT $900/M0.
* Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
VrIlage Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special SiJdent Programs
GET PAID BIG SSS through your
mailbox! Easy to do. Even for
Serving 515U for 20 years
Teens! Do it now! Free info send
"Great Rates for Good Dryers"
SASE to HBB Press. 1105 Audrey "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
Ave. Car,pbell, CA 95008.
SPECIAL DiSCOURTS
netp//www2 netco, x(r,
"Good Student" "Family Muth-car"
hbb.htmi
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
OWN A COMPUTER?
Then put it to woo,:
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
585453500+, PT/FT
Free details, VANN .hbr- cori
Access code 5047

f

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

ire

FAX.’ 924-3282

PHONE: 924-3277

DRIVERS FOR FOOD DELIVERY
Needed ASAP
Top Pay -v Great Tips!
FT/PT flexible schedule
Own car. 415/908.3403.

JOBS AVAILABLE Temp. FT/PT
Auk as receptionist,
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec.
South Bay locations.
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
Ceittiled Pommy*/ 749-1570.

SCOTT’S SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
P/T host/hostess position needed.
We are looking for enthusiastic,
stylish, friendly people to join our
professional team. Experience not
required, flexible hours, great pay DAYCARE TEACHERS. 148 school
& close to school. Apply in person seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the
at 185 Park Ave.
afternoon. No ECE units are
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS required. Previous experience with
Elem. school -age recreation children preferred. Please contact
program, P/T from 2-6pm, M F Cathy at 2444968 x16.
during the school year. Some P/T
morning positions available from TUTORS NEEDED: Elementary
approx. 7am-llam. F/T during & High School Subjects. Earn
summer camp. %Int salary. no 515-$20/hr. Call Jack or Joan
ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga 408/227.6685.
Recreation. Call %rot at 354-8700
SECURITY
x223. Not available school year?
Full and Part Time Positions
Call for summer employment:
Graves, Swings and Weekends
lifeguards & camp leaders).
Low key job sites
Will train
ANY MOUNTAIN
Abcom Private Security
THE GREAT OUTDOOR STORE
408.2474827
Come join our team!
Now hiring fuii and part time.
WANT TO MAKE MONEY in your
We offer: .Flexible Hours
spare time? Do you have a great
Great Benefits Staff training
voice and personality? For flex
408/871-1001
time work with college radio
stations nationwide, Call Wendy
MOVIE THEATRE
Now hiring for all positions.
at 3601370.
Opportunity
for
hours.
Flexible
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Co. car +
Advancement. Apply at:
AMC Saratoga 14, 700 El Paseo students provided. Most work avail,
after school & Minds. Requires H.S.
de Saratoga. San Jose 95130.
grad. clean DMV. Good health &
871-2277
commtricabcr skills. 408/971-7557
PAY FOR YOUR EDUCATION!
Young telecommunications co. COPY OPERATOR -High Speed &
seeking self-starters P/T; Call: Coke. Some Bindery work. Exper888/485.2158. Leave name, ience preferred, but will train. Full
phone no., time to call you back: or part-time evenings. Must be
reliable, orgainzed, detail orientday preferred for interview.
ed, enjoy fast paced environment
& have ’Tear Paw " Attitude. Fax
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
resume to: 408/277.0706 or
P/T salad sandwich servers
apply in person at AnzaGraphix
9:30am 3:30 Mon. Fr.
2 N. Market St (downtown San Jose)
Energetic & Friendly. Apply at
408/277-0700.
86 South First/San Fernando.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hinng Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sartlose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

takti1ral

"hey, .1 .11 button io pus: lur robe.
There’s no little picture on the register!.

‘ "
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CRIME WATCH
A
Monday, Nov. :3
man was arre,ted in the
Tenth Street (larage for
being drunk in mililic
Monday, Nov. :1
- A
woman reported damage to
the car she left parked in
rage
Tent Ii St reet
t
Monday, Nov. 3
A
wallet wan stolen from the
h:vent Center Locker Room.
Saturday, Nov. I
Several obscene phone calls
were inadi, to residents in
Joe Vest 11;111
Saturday, Nov. I S()Incono reported that fans
were smoking marijuana it
the football game against
Fresno State.

Saturday, Nov. I
A
resident adviser in Moulder
found
what
she
I loll
thought wos hag of marijuana while conduct ing
rounds
Saturday, Nov. 1 --- A
man V\ an arrested for being
drunk in public at the
Seventh Street Garage.
A
Friday, ()et. :31
minor was cited for possession of alcohol at a fraternity house.
Wednesday, Oct. ’29 ()liscent phone calls were
made
t it
residents
in
Washburn Ilall

ties have training and equal mentally disabled due to it seri
Continued from page 1
access to the academic environ- ous injury.
"Bear in mind that a student
with DOS and Windows 3.1," merit," said C.indy Ma rota,
she said, referring to older ver- assistant ti) the director of the could become disabled at any
time so the center is iii asset to
sions of Microsoft’s operating I)isability Resource Center.
The center is an important the whole student bodv because
system.
The center was established part of the Disability Resource if they beconw disabled Irmo a
in 1989 on a grant front the Center’s overall effort to equip serious injury they can still Coll
Community College Foundation disabled students with the tinue their educational goals
in
cooperation
with
the skills they need to be successful with the help of the center,California State Department of on campus and in the work Wydeven said.
Wydeven said she works with
Rehabilitation. San Jose State force. l’he center provides its
tIniversity became the first sen:ices to any student regis- students to assist them in findfour-year institution to open a tered with the Disability ing software that incorporates
techniques that help them learn
computer center for students Resource Center.
The center offers disabled or get the work done for their
with disabilities, said Donna
students a number of different classes. The one -on one training
Ellis, the advisement and out
coordinator who penned Services. For example, visually allows the trainers to find the
impaired students can train to most helpful compensation
the original grant.
Funds from the original use software such as the techniques.
Tit comply with the ADA, the
grant ran out in 1991, after Advant Edge Reading Machine
which the Disability Resource and Braille Output. The stu- other computer labs on campus
Center was not able to find dent ellit type class papers on a must provide at least one acces
enough funds to upgrade the Braille keyboard and the coot- sible and adaptable work sta
computers to meet ADA codes. littler will read back what they tion for the disabled students.
In order to meet the Al A codes.
RadWall said the center was have written.
Students with learning dis- the station should be wheel
saddled with increasingly old
;nal obsolete equipment and abilities can use cognitive soft- chair accessible. the computers
furniture that was inaccessible ware geared to help them should have a screen reader.
screen magnification. and art ic
improve their memories, infor
to the disabled.
With the center in dire million processing and critical ulating key board,
Butt
WytteVell ;11111
straits financially, its director, thinking. skills. Julie Wydeven,
er’s coordinator, said will ediniit P lab managers
Nlartin Schulter, appealed to I
SJS1T’s chief infOrmat ion officer many disabled students would throughout campus so they can
I ton ’Later Zitter green -lighted not complete their degrees be mn COW plla Ore with1 ADA
codes
the funds for upgraded comput- without the training soft ware.
"I do not think the labs are
’This is a terrific ;1st-4-I for
er equipment and furniture.
resisting. tla) code compliance
The new equipment will enable 5.151’ and especially for the dis
they just need knowledge about
the center to put its space to abled students," Wydeven said.
She said it is also an impor- how to make a station accessi
better use and serve more stutaut center for non -disabled ble to the disabled because they
dents
"5:151’ is committed to ensur- students al 5.151’ because a (I() not know what the disabli-d
ing that students with disabili- person can become physically or need," 1?»dwiiii said

Scholars Recruiting for SJSU
Continued from page 1
fiair-year tenure at &NO. The
students must earn a 3.25 the
first year, 3.3 the second year
and :3 5 the third year.
TliP President’s Scholars are
expected to be leaders on campus and transfer information
about 5.151" back to their former high schools.
"They are expected to go back
to their high school and answer
questions from students interested in &NIT," Redding said.

President’s Scholars in the Life
Sciences Scholarship. The first
one will be awarded in fall 1998.
The other three will be distribcoed once annually over the
next three years. The estate of
Laurie and Betty Davison
endowed the College, of SCielwe
Scholarships
The
ot her
President’s
Scholarship is The 1)onald R.
Ryan
President’s
Scholar
Endowment.
S.ISIT
The

Continued from page I
homeless for the homeless in
the church kitchen. Clothing
is collect. .d and then distributed free. On-site counseling
is sometimes given, with
Stanford graduate Nancy
Nichols as outreach coordinator.
As a volunteer, I see people that I know will live and
die on the streets," Nichols
said. "I can’t do anything, but
I can be with them in their
times of need."
According to Wagers, the
church buried four homeless
year.
last
individuals
Although no organization in
San Jose keeps track of the
numbers of homeless that
die,
San
Francisco’s
Homeless Coalition counted
154 people who died in the
streets of San Francisco last
year either from hunger,
weather or health problems.
Wagers also estimated
that about 100 individuals
come to the Homeless
Alliance for help in a given
week. Any food and clothing
donated this week will
directly benefit those individuals.
"We try to know them as
friends, find out what they
need and do what we can to
implement (solutions to)
those needs," Wagers said.
Wagers added that the
Homeless Alliance strives to
be more like the late Mother
Theresa.
"We don’t see things as in
an ’I’m better than you, so I’ll
help you.’ We are all brothers
and sisters," Wagers said.
Wagers will give a speech
on homelessness in Bob
Gliner’s Social Problems
course on Thursday morning
at 10:30 a.m. at Dudley
Moorhead Hall, Room 231.
Barrels for the drive are
located outside the Student
Union and Dudley Moorhead
Hall’s Room 227. The drive
runs until Nov. 12.

High hopes
So far, there are five scholarships
in
the
President’s
Scholars Program. Two of the
scholarships will be available in
the bill 1998 year. Carter said
Caret hopes to have eight by
next bill.
"We’re concerned that we’ll
get More interest than scholar
ships available," Redding said.
The SJSU College of Science
has established four scholarships that will only be available
for life science majors. The
scholarships are called the
Laurie ;mil Betty Davison

DUSTIN HOFFMAN

JOHN TRAVOLTA

It keeps
more than
memories
alive.
American Heart
Associaiion
N".11 1111 .\’ . I II ,I121
1 %III 11‘.1

ONE MAN WILL MAKE A MISTAKE.

\ I ‘, ", I

Tuesday, ()et. 28 --A
man M.’0, arrested for stealing from the Bookstore.

Associated Students i».tal)
lisked this scholarship in honor
of Donald 12 Ryan. a former
The
financial ;lid director
scholarship will he open to all
majors.
Gonzales said the program in
in
the preniat(urn’ st ages
because the university is still in
the process of putt ing toget her a
committee to review applica
t ions.
The deadline for those :11)1)11
rations is April 1, 1998.
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1
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THE OTHER WILL MAKE IT A SPECTACLE.

\I IA 115/11
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1,1111ill
.1I 11,10 hy.o
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San Jose State University Continuing Edumtion

Winter Session classes
start Friday, January 2, 1998
Touchtone registration begins Monday, November 10
\\niter

Get your free class schedule at...
Continuing Education, ADM1 03 Campus Parking Garages
Student Union Information Center Campus Libraries
Student Resource Center
Spartan Bookstore
or on the World Wide Web at http://conted.sjsu.edu
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PURIST:

ANARCHIST:

These bags make a statement:
from this day on,
functional will no longer be
synonymous with bortrg.

against the grain with
Yes, your royal hipness, go
to stop traffic.
unique, stylish bags designed
SMALL MESSENGER’S BAG
CONVERTIBLE
BACKPACK
As if you ne,
another reason t(,
get away. Lang,
open pocket,
,,eted pocket. and two padded
zippe.
ergnnomiL backpack stn,1:.
Mfg. Lir $115.99 / Nov. i79.99

BIG

LOOP

BACKPACK

Stays scLuie even
when the opposing
g -forces want anything but. Large
open inside pocket, zipped tor, d( Less.
and a string closed nylon compartment.
Mfg. List $104.99 / Now $69.99

WEEKENDER
SMALL TRAVEL
BAG
It holds just
about everything but work.
U-shaped opening with zipper, cover
flap with two buckles, and zippered
front and side pockets.
Mfg. List $129.99 / Now $89.99
Anarchist:

comes in orange or charcoal.

t ose your inhibitions without
losing your balance. One zippered
and open gusset under the buckle
trap, side pocket with hook and
Loop closure.
Mfg. List
$69.99 / Now
$49.(1,4

MEDIUM TRAVEL BAG
LARGE
TRAVEL BAG
WITH
DETACHABLE
BACKPACK

Whichever way you decide to stuff it,
its always a trip. U-shaped opening,
and two zippered
large -volume
pockets. Mfg.
List $114.99!
Now 879.99

See the world before you
have to start working in it. Lar
model includes removable day pa
one zipped main compartment a
one zipped front pocket.
Mfg. List $174.99! Now $129.99

it’s a

there.
out
jungle
Arm yourself.

BACKPACK ON WHEELS
TUBULAR
BACKPACK
nt cots
e secure
and accessible by
opening
the 2 buckles,
folding the tubular flap tipx
opening the hook and loop tiCitiiVie
and sliding the zipper. Don’t WOF
its a lot easier than it
Mfg. List $64.99 /

AVAILABLE EXC

Backpack system which can be
hidden with cover
flap, front pocickti

SMALL COLLEGE BACKPACK
If this doesn’t take the pressure off
schoolwork, drop a couple of classes.
One zippered front
pocket, two ergonomic padded backpack
straps, pencil holders
and key hook.
Mfg. List $64.99 /
Now $44.99

vip4th seiitte*

stage wheel

bomber
t out the big
price tag.
Mfg. List $219.99 /
Now $149.99

VELY AT BERGmAN LUGGAGE/LUGGAGE CENTER.

GE COLLEGE
,GACKPACK
O

vt
l
y
4.4 _gi

Extra room for those
big, fat trigonometry books you will
never open. Full top
opening, two zippered
pockets, two extra
side pockets, padded back and base.
Mfg. List $84.99 / Now $59.99

Purist: comes in black or khaki.

Look lor:

!1RUNK &CA’

Skate Jam

COLLEGE TOUR

’97

Trunk & Co. is available exclusively
at the Luggage Center.
LOS uATOS
59 North Santa Cruz
408-34-6444

.
H1H P.naci
(4851

SAN JOSE
1600 Saratoga Avenue
408-866-5757

SAN JO"ut,,o Remillat,!
408-288-5

$10 off

and Trunk & Co. product
Auttiui ii,it ion/Store Nurubet/Dit

SAN JOSE
780 Coleman Avenue.
408-294-4779

N

grel
rtIGGAGE
CENTER

dh Value! Expire , 11/31/9/

